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10/16/2013 
  
YELLING AT TEENS STUDY 
VO: 24 
Study after study has made the point that when it comes to disciplining children, physical punishment isn't 
the answer. Neither, it appears, is yelling. A new study from a University of Pittsburgh researcher 
examines the effect of parents' harsh verbal discipline on young teenagers. The study, published online 
this month in the journal Child Development, found that 13- and 14-year-olds subjected to harsh verbal 
discipline from their parents were more likely to have symptoms of depression and behavioral problems. 
Harsh verbal discipline from parents was found to be comparable to physical discipline in its effect, 
regardless of whether "parental warmth" was generally present in the home. 
  
  
10/17/2013 
  
BUDGET GOVERMENT DEAL 
MARIA EUGENIA PAYAN - MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG: 1:33 
The government reopened its doors Thursday after a battle-weary Congress approved a bipartisan 
measure to end a 16-day partial shutdown and avert the possibility of an economy-jarring default on U.S. 
obligations. Early Thursday, President Barack Obama signed the measure, which the House and Senate 
passed late Wednesday, ending a brawl with Republicans who tried to use the must-pass legislation to 
mount a last-ditch effort to derail the president's landmark health care law and demand concessions on 
the budget. he White House directed all agencies to reopen promptly and in an orderly fashion. 
Furloughed federal employees across the country are expected to return to work Thursday. The impasse 
had shuttered national parks and monuments, and mostly closed down NASA, the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Interior Department. Critical functions of government went on as usual and 
most federal employees won't see their paychecks delayed, but the closure and potential default weighed 
on the economy and spooked the financial markets. There were signs early Thursday that the federal 
government was slowly coming back to life. "We're back from the (hash)shutdown!" the Smithsonian 
Institution crowed on Twitter, announcing that museums would reopen Thursday and the National Zoo in 
Washington on Friday. 
  
  
10/18/2013 
  
OBAMA ON IMMIGRATION REFORM 
VO: 20 
The government shutdown behind him, President Barack Obama focused Thursday on a new, trimmed 
down agenda by challenging Congress to overcome bitter partisan division and pass a budget and a farm 
bill and overhaul immigration. The president said getting through those three priorities would help 
Washington move beyond "the cloud of crisis" created by the 16-day partial shuttering of government 
operations. But he acknowledge the political reality that even passing such a slimmed-down agenda by 
the end of the year will be tough. Obama has slashed his wish list from earlier this year, when he called 
for legislation to address climate change, an increase in the minimum wage, gun control and the closure 



of the Guantanamo Bay prison. The reduced priorities underscore how difficult it has been to get 
legislation through Congress, the short legislative calendar left this year and Obama's limited political 
capital. 
  
BART STRIKE 
VO: 32 
People in the San Francisco Bay area faced a frustrating Friday commute as workers for the region's 
largest transit system walked off the job for the second time in four months. 
Officials from both unions representing workers for Bay Area Rapid Transit as well as the agency itself 
confirmed the strike. The walkout officially began at midnight Thursday and it followed six months of on-
again, off-again talks fell apart. The impasse came after a marathon negotiating session that led the 
agency and its two largest unions closer to a contract deal. About 400,000 riders take BART every 
weekday on the nation's fifth-largest commuter rail system. The system carries passengers from the 
farthest reaches of the densely populated eastern suburbs to San Francisco International Airport across 
the bay. 
  
TOYOTA RECALL 
VO: 22 
Toyota Motor Co. is recalling 885,000 vehicles worldwide over electrical problems that could prevent 
airbags from deploying in a crash, the latest in a series of major safety-related actions for the carmaker. 
About 803,000 of the vehicles covered by the latest recall - a mix of sedans and crossovers - were sold in 
the United States, according to Toyota. Within the past month, Toyota has recalled nearly 1.5 million other 
vehicles over a mix of additional problems.Toyota said the problem is due to water leaking out from the air 
conditioning condenser unit onto the airbag control module. The leak could also result in additional 
problems, potentially causing a short circuit that would disable the power-steering system. In this case, it 
could become difficult to turn a vehicle, especially at lower speeds 
  
SUIT CLAIMS SUAVE 
VO: 28 
Women across the country are suing the maker of a popular hair smoothing product. The unsatified 
customers claim unilever's "suave keratin infusion smoothing kit" burns scalps and causes permanent hair 
loss.The suit also alleges false advertising for promoting the product as formaldehyde-free. Unilever says 
the product was discontinued last year and it is taking the claims seriously.  More than 380-thousand units 
have been recalled. 
  
OBAMA HOMELAND SECURITY 
VO: 26 
President Barack Obama's selection of a former top Pentagon lawyer to head the Homeland Security 
Department suggests the agency will be stepping back from its preoccupation with immigration to focus 
more on protecting the nation from attack. Jeh C. Johnson, if confirmed by the Senate, would replace 
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, who left the DHS last month to become president of the 
University of California system. Obama was expected to announce Johnson's nomination Friday.Unlike 
Napolitano, Johnson has spent most of his career dealing with weighty national security issues as a top 
military lawyer. Issues he handled included ending the military's don't-ask-don't-tell policy for gay service 
members and changing military commissions to try terrorism suspects rather than using civilian courts. He 
also oversaw the escalation of the use of unmanned drone strikes during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
as general counsel at the Defense Department. 
  
  
10/21/2013 
  
BARACK OBAMA HEALTHCARE ADDRESS 
VO: 31 
President Barack Obama is expected to acknowledge that widespread problems with his health care law's 
rollout are unacceptable, as the administration scrambles to fix the glitches. Obama was scheduled to 
speak Monday from the Rose Garden, his first health care-focused event since the cascade of computer 
problems became apparent. The troublesome rollout of the health care exchanges has been a glaring 



embarrassment for Obama's signature legislative achievement. White House officials say the president 
will discuss steps the administration is taking to address the glitches, including ramping up staffing at call 
centers where people can apply for insurance by phone. The Department of Health and Human Services 
says it is also bringing in technology experts from inside and outside of government to help diagnose the 
issues. Obama will be flanked at the Rose Garden event by people the White House says have already 
enrolled during the first three weeks of sign-ups. Enrollment figures are being closely guarded by the 
administration, which plans to release the first round of data in mid-November 
  
STUDY: 15% YOUTH OUT OF SCHOOL 
VO: 24 
Almost 6 million young people are neither in school nor working, or about 15 percent of those aged 16 to 
24. That's according to a report released Monday from Opportunity Nation, a bipartisan coalition 
advocating greater economic mobility. Idle youth are missing an opportunity to build skills they will need 
later in life or to use knowledge they acquired in college. Without those experiences, the report predicts 
they're less likely to command higher salaries and more likely to be an economic drain on their 
communities. The study also finds that the number of families living in poverty has increased in 49 states, 
while household median incomes have fallen in 45 states last year. The dour report underscores the 
challenges young adults face now and foretells trials they're likely to face. 
  
MED--INTERNET BREAST MILK 
VO: 21 
Doctors are sending a warning to new mothers who feed their babies with breast milk purchased online. A 
new study says testing shows the breast milk can contain potentially dangerous bacteria including 
salmonella. Researchers bought and tested more than 100 breast milk samples sold by women on one 
popular site, and 75 percent of those samples contained high amounts of bacteria that could sicken 
babies. Researchers did not identify the website. The research also cites several cases in which babies 
did get sick from a stranger's breast milk. Breast milk also is provided through milk banks, whose clients 
include hospitals. But they screen donors and pasteurize donated milk to kill any germs. Both online 
breast milk sites and milk banks charge fees. 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/22/2013 
  
EMPLOYMENT INCREASES 148,000 IN SEPTEMBER. UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FALLS TO 7.3% 
VO: 23 
U.S. employers added far fewer workers than expected in September, suggesting a loss o f momentum in 
the economy that would likely add to the Federal Reserve's caution in deciding when to trim its monthly 
bond purchases. Nonfarm payrolls increased 148,000 last month, the Labor Department said on Tuesday. 
While the job count for August was revised to show more positions created than previously reported, 
employment gains in July were the weakest since June 2012. Economists polled by Reuters had expected 
the economy to add 180,000 jobs in September. ``This report on the labor market will soften people's 
assessments of current conditions,'' said Cary Leahey, a senior economist at Decision Economics in New 
York. But there was some silver lining in the report, with the unemployment rate dropping a tenth of a 
percentage point to 7.2 percent, the lowest level since November 2008. The jobless rate is derived from a 
separate survey of households, which showed an increase in employment last month. U.S. Treasury debt 
prices rose on the report, while the dollar fell against the euro and the yen. 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/23/2013 
  
FDA WARNS AGAINST JERKY PET TREATS 
VO: 22 
The food and drug administration wants veterinarians to let it know if they encounter pets getting sick after 
eating jerky treats the agency says it has gotten reports of thousands of illnesses. more than 580 dogs 
and cats have died. fda officials say this is one of the most elusive and mysterious outbreaks it has 



encountered. according to the fda, most of the offending treats come from china, but there isn't one 
particular brand to watch out for. the fda has also released a fact sheet on its website so pet owners can 
be warned of possible symptoms. 
  
GAS PRICE DROP 
VO: 23 
Good news for everyone making a long commute home. think of it as an early christmas present - gas 
prices are *plummeting* and the freefall should continue right into the holidays -- big savings. so how low 
will gas prices go? industry insiders say gas prices could fall by as much as another 20 cents between 
now and the holidays... pushing the national average to 3 dollars and 15 cents - the lowest it's been in 
three years! 
  
STATE COLLEGES SEE SMALLEST TUITION HIKE SINCE '75 
VO: 22 
It's not exactly a scholarship... but students at public universities are getting a break -- sort of. the average 
cost of in-state tuition at public four-year colleges this year is 89-hundred dollars per year. that's an 
increase of less than 3 percent. it is the smallest bump in tuition costs since 1975. this is also a dramatic 
slowdown from the annual eight percent increase in tuition costs that became the norm over the last few 
decades. 
  
TABLETS REPLACING TV IN THE BEDROOM 
VO: 23 
Pre-bedtime rituals are hard to change -- but it seems that the habit of flipping on the television before bed 
might just be one of those things that we're switching up. recall of meat products we already know many 
americans watch videos before bed. but how are they watching them?  the trend seems to be -- switching 
on your smartphone, tablet or ipad for a few minutes of bedtime viewing. motorola mobility surveyed 9,500 
people in 17 countries -- and said, "consumers are watching an enormous amount of video, in some 
surprising ways, in unexpected places." 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/24/2013 
  
NOTHIGN TO REPORT 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/25/2013 
  
PAINKILLERS-FDA 
VO: 22 
The Food and Drug Administration is recommending new restrictions on prescription medicines containing 
hydrocodone, the highly addictive painkiller that has grown into the most widely prescribed drug in the 
U.S. In a major policy shift, the agency said in an online notice Thursday that hydrocodone-containing 
drugs should be subject to the same restrictions as other narcotic drugs like oxycodone and morphine. 
The move comes more than a decade after the Drug Enforcement Administration first asked the FDA to 
reclassify hydrocodone so that it would be subject to the same restrictions as other addictive painkilling 
drugs. The FDA did not issue a formal announcement about its decision, which has long been sought by 
many patient advocates, doctors and state and federal lawmakers. For decades, hydrocodone has been 
easier to prescribe, in part because it is only sold in combination pills and formulas with other non-
addictive ingredients like aspirin and acetaminophen. That ease of access has made it many health care 
professionals' top choice for treating chronic pain, everything from back pain to arthritis to toothaches. In 
2011, U.S. doctors wrote more than 131 million prescriptions for hydrocodone, making it the most 
prescribed drug in the country, according to government figures.  The ingredient is found in blockbusters 
drugs like Vicodin as well as dozens of other generic formulations. It also consistently ranks as the first or 
second most-abused medicine in the U.S. each year, according to the DEA, alongside oxycodone.  Both 
belong to a family of drugs known as opioids, which also includes heroin, codeine and methadone. 



  
STUDY: YOUR DAILY CAFFEINE JUST RIGHT 
VO: 28 
Isn't anytime, the best time, to drink coffee, especially if you have to wake up early -- or stay up late? well 
maybe not -- and to get the maximum benefit from your cup of joe, it turns out timing may be everything. 
experts tell smithsonian-dot-com that there is an optimal time to drink your coffee -- between 9:30 and 
11:30 in the morning. why? this is the period when the cortisol levels in your body start to fall. cortisol is 
related to stress and alertness. so experts believe coffee will have its biggest benefit in this window, when 
your cortisol levels are dropping, and when your body really needs it. experts tell smithsonian-dot-com, 
that when your cortisol levels are naturally high, coffee will not have the same, or the maximum effect. so 
you may want to time your next cup of joe, with the next dip in your cortisol level -- and that may help you 
get the most out of your coffee break. 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/28/2013 
  
HEALTH OVERHAUL 
VO :28 
Republicans said Sunday they intend to press Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 
on the Obama administration's troubled launch of healthcare.gov, the online portal to buy insurance -- 
even as the website suffered yet anothe setback. A component of the online system that has been 
working relatively well experienced an outage Sunday. The federal data services hub, a conduit for 
verifying the personal information of people applying for benefits under the law, went down in a failure that 
was blamed on an outside contractor, Terremark. The Obama administration will face intense pressure 
this week to be more forthcoming about how many people have actually succeeded in enrolling for 
coverage in the new insurance markets. Medicare chief Marilyn Tavenner is to testify during a House 
hearing Tuesday, followed Wednesday by Sebelius before the House Energy and Commerce Committee. 
The officials will also be grilled on how such crippling technical problems could have gone undetected 
prior to the website's Oct. 1 launch. 
  
BROCCOLI SALAD RECALL 
VO :23 
Broccoli salad recalled for possible Listeria. Taylor Farms has recalled more than 5,000 pounds of 
broccoli salad kit products because of possible Listeria contamination, the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
said. The kits were shipped to distributors and delis for consumer purchase in Connecticut, Delaware, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York and Vermont. They contain dressing in packets that are 
the subject of a Food and Drug Administration recall. Last week, Listeria concerns prompted Reser's Fine 
Foods to recall some 109,000 cases of refrigerated ready-to-eat products.Taylor Farms informed the 
USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service that kits contained salad dressing subject to that recall. 
There have been no reports of illnesses. 
  
HALLOWEEN ECONOMY 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
PKG 1:29 
Halloween spending is second only to Christmas.  Candy, costumes and decorations will scare seven 
billion dollars out of American's wallets this year... Up from three-point-three billion in 2005 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/29/2013 
  
NOTHING TO REPORT 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/30/13 



  
HEALTH OVERHAUL-PROBLEMS 
VO: :25 
Eager to cast blame, lawmakers are preparing to grill President Barack Obama's top health official today 
over problems with the rollout of the government's health care website. A growing number of Republicans 
in Congress are calling for Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius to step down or be 
fired because of problems consumers are having signing up for insurance coverage on the government's 
new website. Sebelius' testimony before a House committee today will be her first appearance before 
Congress since state-based health exchanges opened for business on Oct. 1. 
  
DANGERS OF HALLOWEEN CONTACT LENSES 
VO: 25 
Many adults will dress up for halloween parties' tomorrow night. but some of us may be putting out health 
at risk with one popular costume accessory. the danger is in our eyes. many people wear decorative 
contact lenses to perfect the look of their costume but there are some warnings -- that may make you pop 
out those lenses. federal agencies -- from the f-d-a to homeland security-- have some advice on your 
halloween 
  
=============================================================== 
  
10/31/13 
  
NOTHING TO REPORT 
  
====================== END OF REPORT ==================== 
 


